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Figure1.2 Example of a Flow Line Map
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Figure2.1 The Detection Principle of the 3-axis Acceleration Sensor
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Figure2.2 The Structure of the 3-axis Acceleration Sensor using the MEMS technology





































































Table2.1 The Output Data from the Acceleration Sensor
property mean unit sample data
timestamp date 8598.113275
X X-axis acceleration [G] 0.072448
Y Y-axis acceleration [G] -0.362243
Z Z-axis acceleration [G] -1.050506
iPhone?????????????????????????????????X??Y??Z






















Table2.2 The Output Data from the Positioning Sensor
property mean unit sample data
timestamp date 2010/11/14 16:06:23.550
latitude latitude [?] 35.677088
longitude longitude [?] 139.396037
altitude altitude [m] 90.251800
verticalAccuracy accuracy of vertical direction [m] 23.164149
horizonalAccuracy accuracy of horizonal direction [m] 17.068495
speed speed [m/s] 1.903444
??????????????GPS???Wi-Fi????????????????????
?????? iPhone ?????????????????????????????????








Table2.3 The Output Data from the Magnetic Sensor
property mean unit sample data
timestamp date 2010/6/2 17:12:46.380
X X-axis magnetism [? T] 18.625478
Y Y-axis magnetism [? T] -14.375184
Z Z-axis magnetism [? T] -34.4375209
trueHeading true north [?] 227.934634
magneticHeading magnetic north [?] 235.892004
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Figure2.7 Examples of the distribution of good features for identication














































(xi   x)2 (2.4)
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Table3.1 Specications of the experiment
walk train bus car
date 2012/06/04 2012/05/29 2012/11/06 2012/10/15
time 11:26:39 12:22:33 16:04:37 12:02:25
place neighborhood Sobu Line(Mitaka?Nakano) Hino?Tachikawa
holding pocket of the right leg















































place Touzai Line (Nakano?Mitaka)
holding hand





Figure3.3 Reproducibility of the Magnetism in the Train
???????????? 1??? 2?????????????????????????
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Figure3.4 The magnetic eld from the rail and overhead wires
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Table3.3 Characteristic of the magnetic eld from the railway[18]
magnetic eld strength 10nT?1mT
frequency range






depends on the position of the vehicle equipment and the driv-
ing situation
exterior
depends on the position of the substation, the train, and the
driving situation
driving situation depends on driving mode?power running, coasting, braking?
reproducibility not much
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? 3? ???????
Figure3.7 Histogram of 3-axis Magnetism (East)
















































Figure3.10 Histogram of 3-axis Magnetism (East)
Figure3.11 Histogram of 3-axis Magnetism (South)
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? 3? ???????
Figure3.12 Histogram of 3-axis Magnetism (West)











Table4.1 Specications of the experiment
walk train bus car
date 2012/06/04 2012/05/29 2012/11/06 2012/10/15
time 11:26:39 12:22:33 16:04:37 12:02:25
place neighborhood Sobu Line(Mitaka?Nakano) Hino?Tachikawa
holding pocket of the right leg































holding pocket of the right leg
















Figure4.2 Spectrum of 3-axis Acceleration (Moving)

















Figure4.4 Spectrum of Vertical Acceleration (Moving)
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Figure4.6 Spectrum of Acceleration of Traveling Direction














































Table5.1 Specications of the experiment
walk train bus car
date 2012/06/04 2012/05/29 2012/12/02
time 11:26:39 12:22:33 15:06:22 15:35:36
place neighborhood Sobu Line(Mitaka?Nakano) Hino?Tachikawa
holding pocket of the right leg













????? Figure5.2?????????????? [? T]?????? [?]????























?????????????????????? 10 ? (=1000 ???) ???????????

















?? Figure5.2?????????????? [G]?????? [?]?????????????
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Figure5.6 Histogram of Average of 3-axis Magnetism (East)
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Figure5.7 Histogram of Average of 3-axis Magnetism (South)
Figure5.8 Histogram of Average of 3-axis Magnetism (West)
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Figure5.10 Histogram of Max Power Spectrum of 3-axis Acceleration
Figure5.11 Histogram of Max Power Spectrum of Vertical Acceleration
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5.4 ??????????????????
Figure5.12 Histogram of Max Power Spectrum of Acceleration of Traveling Direction











?????? Figure5.14??????????????????????? [? T]??????
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Figure5.15 Histogram of Max Power Spectrum of 3-axis Acceleration(Low Speed)
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Table5.2 Specications of the experiment for Training Data
walk train bus car
date 2012/06/04 2012/05/29 2012/12/02
time 11:26:39 12:22:33 15:11:55 15:39:32
place neighborhood Sobu Line(Mitaka?Nakano) Hino?Tachikawa
holding pocket of the right leg
number of data 12000
device iPhone 4S
Table5.3 Specications of the experiment for Test Data
walk train bus car
date 2013/01/06 2013/01/07 2012/12/02
time 17:02:57 12:47:53 15:14:00 15:41:33
place neighborhood Sobu Line(Mitaka?Nakano) Hino?Tachikawa
holding pocket of the right leg










Figure5.17 Discriminator -The Decision Tree Using the J48 Algorithm-
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???
Table5.4 Accuracy of the Estimation[?]
train walk bus car
train 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
walk 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
bus 0.0 0.0 90.0 10.0
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FigureA.2 Oset Magnetic Field
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????????? trainA?????? trainB?????? trainC????
TableB.1 Specications of the experiment
trainA trainB trainC
date 2012/06/26 2012/05/29 2012/06/07
time 13:16:00 12:29:37 19:15:00
place Sobu Line(Mitaka?Nakano)
holding pocket of the right leg
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FigureB.1 Histogram of Average of 3-axis Magnetism in Each of the Trains
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FigureC.1 3-axis Magnetism in the Electric Car?North?
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